
 

 

Hwæt ASNaCs! This is your (hopefully) future presidents speaking… We have really 

enjoyed our first year in the committee and our time in the department adds up to a 

collective three years (wow, look how old that makes us)! The ASNaC department is such a 

wonderful community that we hope to be able to contribute to and make other people’s 

experiences as great and supportive as ours have been. We are also experienced and 

competent, at least our mothers tell us we are… Ela has spent many man hours organising 

Peterhouse boat club and board games societies, and Kate has spent a year on Corpus JCR 

and board games committee. Please don’t vote RON, as it will make us very sad! 

Policies: 

❖ ASNaC trip idea: We were thinking that we could go to Cornwall this year! While 

there we would be able to visit sites such as Tintagel, which we think could be really 

exciting 

❖ Guest speaker idea: As Robin and Amrit pointed out we’ve had a speaker in English, 

Norse, Welsh, and now Irish topics in recent years. Therefore, we thought that a 

speaker on Insular Latin would be well received. Michael Lapidge is always a possible 

target! 

❖ To address the ongoing saga of the books in the common room, hopefully it sounds 

like the books will be catalogued over this summer. When this is done we will find 

out which volumes would be most useful and purchase them forthwith.  

❖ We would like to hold a party each term, with a theme each time. One of these 

would definitely be a ceilidh!  

❖ Films are also on the agenda, as we hope to show at least one a term. 

❖ We pledge to continue the ASNaC parenting scheme, and this year we will have a 

poll to see who would be interested in having ASNaC children beforehand, so that 

freshers only get keen parents 

❖ We will also ensure that there is regular weekly newsletter by email – although we 

can’t promise poetry 


